Market, Regulatory &
Technology Insights
Intelligence. Oversight.
Energy policy experts on call for you.

Edison Energy monitors, evaluates, explains and makes recommendations on
market, policy and technology trends. We can also advocate on regulatory and
legislative affairs on your behalf—ensuring policy compliance, reduced price risk
and eligibility for renewable credits.

FEATURES
Visibility and alerts: Get insights about smart investments and early warning
when incentives might change in a region. We closely monitor your assets
and ensure that you have a clear, minute-to-minute view on the market and
regulatory situation.
Market analytics: The energy market is volatile and dynamic. We use
technology and sophisticated marketplace analytics that monitor up to 120
criteria to ensure timely understanding of capabilities and pricing of potential
technologies and suppliers.
Regulatory, policy and incentive guidance: A key part of your distributed
energy resources strategy is to procure or build assets in the location with the
best financial incentives. We have expertise in all energy technologies, pricing
dynamics, regulation and incentives to ensure
the best financial results.
Reduced risk: We help reduce your financial uncertainty by providing
information on current and proposed rates or other incentives that may impact
the long-term financial arrangements of your Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)
or assets.

BENEFITS
Compliance: You can be sure you’ll
understand all sides of existing and
pending regulation so that you don’t
let a deal fall through due to lack of
compliance or end up on the wrong
side of public opinion on an issue.
Confidence: With a knowledgeable
partner on your side, you can
confidently go to your executives
or Board with the best available
recommendations—because you
have a 360-degree view of the
regulatory, technology and market
environments.
Achieving energy and
sustainability goals: Information is
power—get the insight and analysis
you need to realize potential
energy savings and meet your
company’s sustainability goals.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
Deep expertise: Our team is made up of seasoned professionals
with years of energy industry experience, giving us perspective
and depth of knowledge that is unrivaled in the business.
Comprehensive: Our thorough knowledge of both federal and state regulations
across the nation, plus experience with the full range of energy technologies,
give us the unique ability to understand supply and demand and what projects
make sense for your business, in which geographies, over time.		
Pioneering: Inspired by our 130-year history, we hold expertise in both
traditional and cutting-edge energy technology.

CASE STUDY // INSTITUTIONAL

Taking a contract
dispute all the way
SCOPE
›› As part of a long-term regulatory
monitoring contract with a
customer, we identified that a
utility was planning to terminate
selected special contracts early
›› We disputed the termination on
our client’s behalf
›› We organized a new coalition
of industrial customers
and legal counsel to file a
complaint with the Public
Utility Commission (PUC)

Market, Regulatory & Technology Insights is just one of the many
solutions Edison Energy offers to benefit your organization. Contact us
today at information@EdisonEnergy.com

Edison Energy is an independent energy advisory and solutions integration
company with the capabilities to develop and implement a broad portfolio
of energy services for commercial, industrial and institutional organizations.
We help customers reduce their energy costs, improve the environmental
performance of their operations, ensure energy resiliency and manage
exposure to energy price risk.

›› After many months, the PUC
denied the claim
›› We took the case to the
State Supreme Court

RESULTS
The case was won at the State
Supreme Court level

CUSTOMER VALUE
Our customer saved more than
$1 million
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